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FALSE RAPTURE PART TWO PORTIONED continued 

 

The Vril Society became the “inner circle” of. The Thule  (pron. Toolay)  Society.   
- A Hideous Strength - The Vril Society - from "Invisible Eagle - The History of Nazi child cannibals 
* Saying that the Sirius SaLuSa style agenda is not what they say at all 
 

“But there is one clear danger: not everyone on the planet employs critical thinking. Unfortunately, it’s much easier to 
believe what we are told. And if the source is an extraterrestrial, then who are we to question what they say? Scientists 
and other academics would likely be skeptical. They would probably ask a series of questions. Who is this information 
coming from? Is it from one source, from one particular culture of this extraterrestrial civilization?  
Is this information the product of a much larger process involving many facets of the extraterrestrial civilization? Are 
there other extraterrestrial civilizations that might have a differing view of things? What is the agenda of the authors? 
What are they hoping to accomplish by releasing the information to us? Could there be a hidden agenda that we are not 
aware of?  Human scientists would probably add another set of questions: what empirical evidence do you have to show 
that the universe operates in the way you describe?”                    http://www.firstcontact29.blogspot.com/  
 

Sa Lu Sa & Hatton & other “channellers”  

 
I dont know why I decided to go through all the emails from  

David Spear Catcher  but I found one where he said  the first  
SaLuSa video had a phrase 

"WHEN THE RIGHT NUMBER (of people/souls)" 
I had forgotten that … My answer was 
God assisted for JUST ONE RIGHTEOUS PERSON  
(Lot and his family)     so  
why would THE RIGHT NUMBER (of souls) even be mentioned? 
And again December 16 2011…”if sufficient of you get together” 
Sa = Satan 
Lu = Lucifer 
Sa = saints fallen 
 

 

 
*QUERY RODS OVER”:  meaning 

To question the motive of the hovering “rapture” greys… 
 

This was the dream I had for three days –  
the very same craft that appear in the illustration here.  
 

They were coming from the south and they were low and 
slow. They come from Nibiru. 
 

Confusingly: 
the other warning is regarding CIGAR shaped craft… 
This “rapture” is by those from Ophiucus and Ursa Major 
which are part of the “unholy six” of the Corporate.  There is 
one other off worlder which use cigar craft – the Tau Cetians 

 
 

10 3 1 from duplicated letters…QUORTTORAHSINCE (duplicated letters)   codes within codes  
“COMMANDER HATTON” 

HATTON COURIER EQ:    

COURSER IQ HATTON:  

RE: HATTON CROQUIS      

EQ is emotional quotient (measure of soul?) COURIER  = ABDUCTOR/pimp 
A “courser” is a hunter. Orion is the hunter 
the term refers to a quick sketch of a figure = not the “real thing” 

 

QUESTION RA TORCH (CME) … QUESTION  CHARIOT (Auriga) RUNS TO Equus … QUESTION ARC THOR (Thursday) 
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ORCA is the Tau Cetians (Tall Nordics) of Cetus the Whale constellation in the tail of Pisces – come to help 
ENTRUST ORCA - HQ IO,  IS NOT TRUE ORCA HQ "ORCA EQ HINTS ROUTe TORQUE HITS ORCA (Cetus to) N

th ' in
 
5 9 4 BELOW

 
EQ ORCA SION TRUTH "ORCA  HINTS  TORQUE  IS NTH TORQUE - ORCAS (Cetus) QUIT THRONE (in Oct. and a pun) 
ORCA HE SORT QUINT (helmeted An)  ORCA QUIETS THORN (Cepheus reptilians) ORCA, NOSE (Pegasi) IQ (E.T.) TRUTH  

OUR NORSE (Tau Cetians) OCT IQ N-S OCT IQ CHART IONS TORQUE OCT, OS (Capricorn) to URN (February)  
IQ RUN OCT 1st  to  OS. NOUS (our) NOSE (Pegasus) HAIR (Cassiopeia) IS OTHER QURAN (Off Worlder) Q orbits OCT  
R.O (Andromeda Council)  THIN (Graals not Grayles,) U (heavenly) SQUARE (Pegasi) ORNIS (Cygnus) OCT 
 

AN IQ,  HERO  (greys) SQUIRT…chemtrails in "ANOTHER'S COURT "ONSET HURT ORCA IQ."ON SQUIRT THE ORCA." 
HORNS (shadow government) your HOUSE to QR TRAIN 
 

HERONS (Crane- where biobics are “spun” ) TO  CUT  IRAQ  - ACT QUIT R.O, (Andromeda Council/Court) so they are the “moles” 
HERONS, OAR QUIT AT COURT – HERONS IQ TOUT C, T  IQ  ARC  (C is Ophiucus Dracos and T are the Ursa Major Grayles)   
QR IN-HOUSE R.O (And. Cncl) TACTic  "QUA TORCH IN-STORE | QR R.O CAT (Dal) OUTSHINE A QR TORCh SHINE OUT 
INQUORATE: SHORT C  (Ophiucus)                        inquorate —adj. (Brit) not consisting of or being a proper quorum:  
R (Draco) EQUATIONS TORCH EARTH R (Nov 25 – Dec 22) to OS QUIN (5th day of Capricorn, 26th) IN RASH TORQUE  
H.Q  AUTHORISE QT TORCH CORN, (Virgo)  ROSe (Friday) HERONS CART QUOIT, (orbit)  to QUIT HER (Earth) ARSON 

(this torc/necklace is a girdle of solar flares around the Earth)   
 

HUNTER (Orion) IQ ACTOR OS, OSCAR TO IQ HUNTER (Orion) – SIC OAR, COQ (Argo C2 Q5) to QUITO,  SORT RATIOS A 
ANTERIOR SCOUT QuieT HOCUS C (one hundred) THOUS. ANTIQUEs (Ancient Astronauts) Q  (orbit) 

NO CHRIST ON EQUATOR THIS CORN (Virgo) SIC – THORN (Cepheus) IN OSTRICH (Africa) HINT ROCS (asteroids) 
 T-SQUARE (Carpenter/Leo) RHINO (Monoceros/horned ones) NOIR  OCT  QUA (when) NORTH (Hanix/Ophiucus) RISE 
HUNTER IRAQ (Ur) COOTS, QR COATI (eat anything) HUNTER - SO HUNTERS TO ORCA IQ (Tau Cetians) 
 

Cassiopeia “super Lunar Nurseries” 
QueeR ANT HERO (Mantis) QR COITUS – O  (orbit) EARTH,  OUT  SINCe  ANTI-HERO (greys) QUIT in EAR (Virgo) 
 

 

TORCHS ORTANIQUE (Jamaica)  SORN TO QUITE CHAR     Sorn: Gaelic “kiln”   RIO TERRAIN  OCT, QUITO 
QUOTES TORCH IRAN,   NURI QR SCATHE TOO  Nuri is a place in modern Sudan on the south (east) side of the Nile 
CORONET (Prince of dark men) SHUT IRAQ   SOUTHERN  IRAQ  IRON (Virgo), OCT                   
COIN QR HOTTER U.S.A, THE IQ ROT USA CORN, NOTICE QR THOR (storms) USA                                        
Hazelnut tree Mar 22 to Mar 31  C  HAZEL NUT August 5 – September 1 

Hazelnut tree Sep 24 to Oct 03  SOUTERRAIN; HOT Q (orbit) C (Hazel Nut)   

Souterrain (from French 'sous terrain'), meaning 'under ground storage’ 
 

 

ROTATE HOURS…TO RASH ROUTE REAR TO SOUTH …EARTH TOUR OS CQIN…AUTHOR STORE (your work) 
TOUR TO SHEAR (orbit) CQIN AS OUR EARTH HOTTER…OR TO TRUE ASHES…R.O TO SHUT ERA…HURT EAR TO OS 
OR SEA TO HURT…TO SOUR EARTH…TUTOR A HORSE…OUR RHEOSTAT…EARTH TO OURS…OR HOTTER U.S.A 
 

SEE 5 14 1      NEXT PAGE… THE CODES WITHIN CODES SAY THE SAME 

        I find that rather intriguing 
 
 

5 9  4 Lors par astuce Duc a` mort  attrape 
 SUPER SACERDOTAL PROPEL 

PARTS O - roam past STAR:  R. A.  

The New Equator

Then through cunning the Duke (president) escapes death 
 SACERDOTAL: divine authority PROPELS

PARTS  our  ORBIT  -   STAR  =  OUR  SUN 
R: Elder tree: Nov 25 – Dec 22.  A: Dec 22 

POLAR STARS ROTATE because we do 
Mira in Cetus becomes new pole star  

Motor = motorised by As 
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5 14 1  'SATURNE.MARS.LEO.ESPAIGNE'  GIVES: 
 

TO the COLLATOR … “  

IS ME, PERSONAL GUARANTEES "(Nostradamus) INTERSPERSE  AM/MA (October) ANALOGUES  

REPRESENT ANALOGUES AIMS…   GUESSES PROLETARIAN NAME (the elect?)   
REPRESENTS AIMS ANALOGUES  but MISREPRESENTS  A  (Cassiopeia or the date) 

ANALOGUE:  OUR  PENETRALIAN  (the innermost parts of a thing/quatrains)  MESSAGES 
 

WHO – AS – god of the Aettir/Aesir 

AS MISREPRESENT ANALOGUE." PRESENT AS, AS MINOR-LEAGUE  AS SURE IMPERSONATE ANGEL 
AS PRE-MOUNTING AS RELEASE. "AS  IS  SUPERNORMAL TEENAGER." (that is how CHANI  described himself) 
AS per AGREEMENT AS in REPULSION." SUPER-EMINENT A, (Cassiopeia) LARGE AS in OS  (in Capricorn) 

ON (Oannes)  1 AM  - PRESSURE A GENTLE AS 
AS MEASURES OPEN TRIANGLE."AS MEASURES ALTERING OPEN."EARNING RELEASES ATOMS UP." 
AS SENT GRUESOME AIR PLANE AS STEM GENEROUS AIR PLANE,  AS STEERING O (orbit) PLEASURE for MAN  
AS is AS MINOR-LEAGUE SERPENT."AS SUPERIOR AS A GENTLEMEN.""AS, PENRE (Wes Penre) SAME REGULATIONS (go-between)." 
AS ENSURING OPERATES on MALES "GUARANTEE AIM LESS PERSON (less population) 

 

WHO ELSE 

ANGELS RESUME SEPARATION, SERENE A (Cass.) LARGE ASSUMPTION.  ANGELS and PLEASANT GERANIUM ROSE E'S (fem. 
greys). LEMONS (fragrant Ones) PRAISE GUARANTEES.  A.A SEEN PRE SOMERSAULTING (of Earth) …NOSE (Pegasi) EARLIEST 
MANAGERS UP 
IS  OARS (Argo reptilian) EMERGE UNPLEASANT,  ARMS UP (Cepheus/thorn) SEES REAL NEGATION 
REASONING EMULATES (men in black) are SPARE - NOT PLEASING MEASURES in EAR (Virgo)  
NEUROPTERAN (insect) MASS  LIE  AGES…  RE-ASSIGNS LEO UP, MAN EATER 
 

ON – OANNES/ANU 

LARGE ON NAUSEATE - ANU OPERATING IMPRESS, MEASURE LESS - ASSUMING  STEER  (Earth) AERO (flight) PLANE (orbit) 
SIMPLE REASON for GUARANTEES (gold) ON GETS AIR PLANE MEASURES."MEASURES EARNINGS TO LEAP 
A SEA SERPENT R (Draco) LOUNGES 1 AM A …ASSURE  IMPERSONATE  ANGEL  AS A MAN,  EN (Erid.anu) GO PRESSURE TILES  
 

WHAT: – ASTRON. UNI. (A.U.) MERGE AS ASLEEP – A PEERLESS GAME 

AS (because) PULSES REGENERATION AM - URGE NAMELESS SEPARATION. "AS (because) REPRESENTING MAUSOLEA 
ORANGE MATERIAL SUSPENSE A GREAT PERILOUSNESS - AMEN. SEPARATES IN LONG MEASURE. ENSURE SEPARATIONS from 
GLEAM (CME). ASSUMING RESET AERO PLANE (orbit) PERMANENT SERIAL GASEOUS (planet) RESUME ORGANISE PLEASANT 
 

WHAT ELSE 

STEEL MANGANESE POURS AIR - GREMLINS (greys) OPERATE NAUSEAS - MEASURES ON RAPE (attack) STEAL  ING 
 (mass abduction) 

GRUESOMENESS AT AIR PLANE (during the sack cloth) SO ENSURES AIM, GEAR PLANET – RATIONALE  PRUNE  MESSAGES (internet)  
 

THE QUORUM: – WATCHERS (inter-dimensionals, fragrant ones)  &  KEEPERS  (Anu/YHWH) 
 

MEASURE ORGANISES PLANET  in  EAR (in Virgo). PASSES LARGE ENUMERATION "MEASURES PLEASE the IGNORANT 
SUPER-ELEGANT REASONS  AIM  1 AM  A.   "GUARANTEES MORE PAINLESS"  AGONISE NUMERALS, REPEATS 
"GUARANTEES PROMISES orbit LANE…MEASURES PLEASANT REGION,  ARGUE PRESENTS ANOMALIES.  (Uranus) 
"MEASURES PLANET IN GEAR OS, MANAGERS TEASE REPULSION,   NOMINATE  GALES,  PRESSURE (Earth.)  SEMINARS  
GUARANTEE  SLOPE… ROUTINE PLEASES MANAGERS. RE-ASSIGNS  OUTER LEAP,  NO MERE PLATEAU, REMOTE LANE UP … 
ASSIGNS  ONE MATURE LEAP  GAP’S ONSET LINEAR MEASURE ~ SO GET SPAN 
 

From 10 3 1: INQUORATE, SHORT C  (Ophiucus)   inquorate —adj. (Brit) not consisting of or being a proper quorum 
Ophiucus is those reptilian Dracos of “Aquillon”(Scorpio) the dreaded “Hanix of the north” in the quatrains 

5 10 2  Aupres de cave voyant siens mort abbatre 
OMEN:  SIMEON  CREEDS  AYONT             [gone before] 

 

An CAUSED ABORT… rapture by boats  A                   
not a baby  MEN’S SANITY  - YOU'VE CEASED 
BABA BOMB any abbot – MORTA   

 

OMENS from the Bible/Revelation = the sack cloth & tribulation 
STAR  is our sun which persuades Others to move the Earth 
CAUSED ABORT (orbit):  from our STAR the sun 
no babies – from radiation.  
Boat would be spacecraft and means Sunday   
BABA  Arab (car) bombs kill   
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5 25  1 Le prince Arabe Mars Sol, Venus, Lyon 
BERCANA  ~  VENOUSLY  LOSS 
ARM  PRO LENCIENCY ARABS  
PRINCE EMBARRASS  ARAB  
ONLY BEAR, ARCANE PERIL   
LOVE  LONELY  SOLVES  
ARCANE  PERIL  Elm                  
M,  On  SOLVES  MARVELOUSNESS  NOEL               

POISONOUS  BERCANA:   Thursday 
ARM is those from Cepheus (the ‘King) 
PRINCE (Sirius) embarrass Arabs by telling them about Alla.Lu, the 
rogue Anu who was sent to live out his days on Mars (the Face) 
BEAR (GRAYLES) Ursa Major.  Cattle mutilators, ‘trade in men’ 
MARVELOUSNESS:  Golden Host doing 
ARCANE  PERIL  -  False rapture        Elm = Sept. 2 – Sept. 29.  
On = Oannes  M = Orion 

 

5 32  2 Est abondant, sa ruine s'approche  
IN COPPER (Mercury)  ISHTAR (Venus)  SATURN  

 

SATAN URANITES CHOSE  
SET  REED  PAPERS   

Prophecise  BEASTS  BOAST End  Approaches    
BEATS  PROP  =  better than the current  order of things    
 
 
 
 
 
 

Is abundant, its ruin approaches  
The planetary alignment of the pyramids at Giza:     Dec 3 2012 
N – Erid.nu.s         URANITES: of the heavens (who need Earth) 

 STAR  RUIN:  our sun going orange 
SET  REED: Oct 28 – Nov 24  PAPERS: Sunday    

the Erid.anians are with the Anu who need the gold from Earth.   
 

WHY: (the sun)  

GLARE ENUMERATION PASSES "SO REGENERATES ANIMALS UP, ASSUMING TREES AERO at PLANE. AROUSE SEGMENTS AIR PLANE, 
ASSURE AMPLE GENERATIONS. SEPARATE OUR MEANINGLESS - MORE SEPTUAGENARIAN MERE LOSS LESS SEPTUAGENARIAN, SO AS 
to RAISE UP ENLARGEMENT… ASSURE SAMPLE GENERATION and GUARANTEES POLE NEAR-MISS        SUPREMENESS RATIONAL AGE 

 

WHEN 

"MEASURES PLANET IN GEAR OS,  SO GESTURES AMEN (wave goodbye) (old orbit) AIR PLANE. ANU SEPARATE MORE UGLINESS 
ASSUMPTIONS NEARER EAGLE  (December 24 – January 20 2013)   A. A. (ancient astronauts) PERSONNEL GESTURES 1 AM –  

PERSON GESTURES LANE (orbit) I (Halloween) AIM A (Dec 21/22)       SEPARATE RULE MEANS ING (the  harvest) EAR (Virgo,) OS 
(false rapture) EMULATION (pretend) PASSENGERS…   

 

HOW ON EARTH… 

RATE SINGULAR OPEN SESAME TREASURE (stargate) SO PLEASING - AMEN ~ SO ARRANGEMENT PAUSE, LIES (Earth) (OS) 
MEANING  EAST  SURREAL POSE,  AS NOMINATES GALE PRESSURE REASONING EMULATE SPEAR. MEASURES IGNORANT ASLEEP, 
SENSE MANIPULATOR AGREES …PERSONAL MEASURES (precautions) IN GATE (stargate) SINGULAR TEAR OPEN SESAME (CERN?) 
 

WHERE 

GRUESOME SEA TRANS to ALPINE, MERE  GASEOUS at TARN’S ALPINE.  STONE-AGE PRESSURE ANIMAL,  SEE  RESUME PER NATAL 
AGONIS.  POLE ARRANGEMENT AS ISSUE (because of radiation from the sun) PEASANTS RESUME REGIONAL.  
                IS GRUESOME NEAR PLEASANT place   (this is the matter of Uranus – “the vexatious third”) 
 

TRAINS 

EASE (life) GAME UP: SONS RELEASE TRAIN, GENEROUS TRAINS ASLEEP AM. TRAINS GRUESOME PLAN, SEAM (cusp of) LEAP (Scorpio 
– Halloween) SEEM TRAINS ON LARGE PAUSE (of the Earth) TRAINS AMUSE EAGLE PERSON ~ SO PRESUME ANU EAGLE (PRESUME 
ALONE AGES) MEASURE GALES, OPEN TRAINS (the excuse) GO TRAINS… RELEASES UP AMEN. MORE TRAINS – SEEN AS 

PLAGUE. PLAGUE SEEM REASON (for) TRAINS. TRAINS GENEROUS MEALS APE (SIRIUS) EATEN UP MORALE RE-ASSIGNS TO GAS PENS 
 

GRUS/CRANE/PISCES CYGNUS/DENEB/VEGA/ALTAIR  
 

5 14  1 Saturne et Mars en Leo Espaigne captive  

 

(night time  

EL,  AS,  PERU  PEEL           (Adrain’s  event           

                USERP APR.,  ALE                         (May 13 - June 9 
                RULE APES                               (Ahpees = in Gemini 

Pairs: 4 67 1 Lors que Saturne et Mars esgaux combust …this 
alignment actually is in August  (Leo) 2016 but means that Mars and 
Saturn are equal in our new orbit 
R: Elder tree: November  25 – December  22.   

EL and AS are both 'gods' so this could be true rapture 

This would be Adrain’s warning,  the Chile -Vermont asteroid 
Just the “codes within codes” SaturneMarsLeoEspaigne above 
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5 35  4 Meurt le goustant sera simple et rural  
GUARD GROUNDUUATER  ONN         

RAVEN   
UN GRADE UNREGARDED RADON DRUG E 
U ROUTE  TOUUER RENDER  UUARD  
URGE GUARD DOUU  MARE                   D  

ONN = March equinox (consequence of Japan radioactivity  
RAVEN = Dec 24 – Jan 20  (first Wednesday  
E = September equinox…..Vesuvius   Yellowstone       
D = Oak zodiac: June 10 – July 7…..C.M.E. 
MARE = July 8 – Aug 4 ….. C.M.E. 
 

5 35 4      RAVEN = Dec 24 – Jan 20 (first Wednesday in Capricorn in 2012 is 26th) 
U ROUTE TOUUER is a space station or planetoid  “RENDER UUARD”  sends protection. “U” is “heavenly” 
Or: Wednesday night

5 51  4 Barcins, Tyrrens dresser cruelle brique  
BARQUES  CRAB  RIB         see 1 58 2 Saturday 
RULE RENDERS REDRESS BACTERINS  
CURSE REBELS TRY RESCUER  (false rapture) 
INCREASE RUBBERY ~  AT  R 
Requirable Since  Surrender       
Rubbery nastier race   (Men in black) 
Barbaric  Eye  returns                                (10 72)  
year Crab (Ursa) (Che)-rubs enter                         I. 

   
Barques: craft and Sunday in Cancer/Leo (or REBEL LEO) 
BACTERINS (bacterial vaccines)  
RESCUER = tongue in cheek = the false rapture
RUBBERY: Men In Black or Synthetics  AT Nov 25 – Dec 22    
Enter   I: I.  is at Giza and or Halloween & Dec 19/20
EYE: Orion… the Anu and  Erid.anu nations 
10 72 – return of the King of Terror    (still could be an asteroid 

 

5 60  2 Plus que sa charge ne porter passera 
PAULS CASQUES CHAPERONAGE  
QUEUS CHARGE OPEN SEA PORTS 

PLUS  AS  APPEASERS  SACQUES QUE  
ASCHERA  CAUSES  SEPARATE 
PLUS GENEARCH ENCHARGE 

PAULS – triangular CASQUES:  ufo  craft 
QUE: line up to escape in space ships 
SACQUES :  pocket  shaped craft  ufo 
QUEUES: Panic émigration 
ASCHERA: Alpha Eridanu CAUSES  the Earth to embark 
see « GOLDEN HOST DOING – STRANDED NONE » 8 30 1 In Oil  Spill 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

5 88 2 Des autres mers trouve' monstre marin  
made UUORST ASTRA OMENS  REMAIN  A.M* D.E. 

ASSERTED  UUROTE  REMAINDERS  TRUE 

DIANES REMOUNTS MATE NUMEROUS 
INTRUDE, SNARE ~ SUUINE DATE    (false rapture) 

RENAMED  SINISTER  DRONES 
INSINUATE RETARDED NEUUS 

*AM=MA: obsolete; truth & justice in Libra (pole shift event) 

A marine monster found from other seas* (Montauk monster?) 

A 1 A.M. event  (am also Wormwood. See METEOR  TIMELINES  

The Table of Meteor events in that chapter Says “stable tables” 
DIANES: Diana = Orion. REMOUNTS: the drones make hybrids 
Changed names from « greys » to He Rods, J-Rods and others 
SNARE = (the ING: the harvest, in other lines)   
Celt suuine date APRIL 15 – MAY 12  
RETARDED NEUUS: = DISCLOSURE 

 

5 88 2  D  = Friday E: Tuesday  Pig is Celt February 18 – March 17: a consistent date for one event, but this is plural  

 2 88 
Le circuit du grand faict ruineux, 
Le nom septiesme du cinquiesme sera: 
D'un tiers plus grand l'estrange belliqueur: 
Mouton, Lutece, Aix ne garantira.                         PARIS  = IN APR. 

The circuit (orbit) of the great ruinous deed, 
The seventh name of the fifth will be:          
Earth is the 7

th

 (rock) to the fifth place counting from Pluto 

Of the third greater the stranger vexatious:                          =    Uranus                               
Sheep (sheepfold/Ursa), Paris, Aix (Auriga) will not guarantee. 
Ursa and Auriga are two of the second coming 

IN THE FORUM “PERU SLIP” it is April and May, when this did not happen in 2012, many people have said that it is a failed quatrein – even 
Nostradamus says “SEEMS I LIE” …Peru will be involved in the “CHILE TO VERMONT” asteroid of Adrain’s experience I believe 
 

5 90  2 Dedans Sparte tout le Peloponnesse  

PORTATE  SAD  ONE         

SENSED N-S  POLL [pole] ROTATE DAN   

PELLES  LOOP  END ~ DEADNESS  DEED   

ONE  PART  LET OPENNESS  OUT   
San send dens or sends den San 
 

In front of (or before) all the Greek areas (a tsunami?) 
PORTATE Borne (carried) not erect, but diagonally athwart an 
escutcheon:  Nostradamus  IN THE STAGE GATE? 
SAD ONE: Nostradamus DAN = Scorpio (Oct 28/or Halloween) 

PELLES= names  LOOP: orbit or spin 

San: the First Ones  Dens: cabins or space craft  San = Sunday   

 5 90 2     Codes within codes  SPARTEPELOPONNESSE  
 ONE  PLANET OPRESSES (Nibiru) - ROLE  OPENS  STEEP  SPAN     ORBIT              sporn (spawn) ale = Celt Breuu = May 13 – June 9  

  3  5 
Pres loing defaut de deux grands luminaires. 
Qui suruiendra entre l'Auril & Mars: 
O quel cherr! mais deux grands debonnaires 
Par terre & mer secourront toutes pars. 

Near, far the failure of the two great luminaries     The Sun & Moon 
Which will occur between April and March 
Oh, what a loss! but two great good-natured ones 

Arcturus (or AS) & Plejarens 
By land and sea will relieve all parts 
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(2013, ) snap role.                                    PLANET OPPOSES NeaR  E.S.E. (East by South East) 
SPOT  ENSNARES  PEOPLE  (Rapture?)   STOP  ON  ENSNARE  PEOPLES…PRESENTS AS PEOPLE   (ON = shape-shifting Oannes)  
POLES  NOT  SEEN  PAPER (Sunday) none to sleep papers, none see papers (media) plot – papers (Sunday) lets eon (ice age) open  

NOTE RESPONSES APPLE… another line says “three days to warn” …APPLE is a Friday and PAPERS is a Sunday 
SUNDAY NONE is a date  (9 days prior to the Ides)   OPENNESS = the atmosphere. This relates to the HOLE subject          

5 97  2   Dans la cite' du grand Roi habitable:  
U Argonaut  L (Tau Cetians/Pisces)  H  (in May) 
DATE  DAN   HABIT  ABLE  TABLE  

R (Draco) DORY LANDS HYDRO CANALS  D DRAGON (2012) 
GUARD  SCANDALS  DALLIANCES  HIBA  CITADEL   
DAL (Nordic) ARGUE,  DIALECT  Y  RADON  RAY  
Ran tough haul G - hath guru along   (G: Geminids) 
THORN    RABBIT (Lepus) LAUGH   ABLY  AUG                             

(DRAGON – 2012   THORN: Cepheus, Y is  Auriga Aquarius) 
Lepus at the foot of Orion. Y is also Yew tree day Halloween 
 

 
U: astronomical Argo, Cetus  (L)  hagaliz (H) = poles shift 
DAN,  Scorpio on  October 31 2012 
CANALS  D:  D is the musical note for Friday 
“D” is also the Celt key for June 10 – July 7 and our moon 
SCANDAL is the human cross breeding by the Cassiopeians 
8.30.1   3.40.4 ~ 5. 87.4     GOLDEN HOST (hath Guru along) 
RAN: god of the Aett. CHAPERONAGE  2.94.1~5.60.2 ~ 4.7.4 
HIBA = life’s gift         CITADELS: planetoids of Cassiopeia 

5 97 2   This line is almost a summary of the events upcoming. The poles shift, amazingly corroborated in the Tables for Omens & Seals and 
given   the exact date. The Oannes landing.  The Citadel (planetoid) with its HIBA in Vitrim hybrids,   The Geminids/asteroids arranged event   ~  
watched by Cepheans (with the Andromedans most likely)  ameliorated by Ran (a Vanir god) and the overseer Eloim     
DAL: the Tall Whites seem to be debating the “grand pulse” which the table says is June 2011, (happened) but 6 27 1 says also  in 
2012   “deadliness weaves”. This weaving deadliness could be the asteroid with its chaotic orbit, or the Grand Pulse. 

Celt ‘weaver’ (pun) key August 5 – September 29           Other lines say the PULSE  REPLAYS   2 16 1,  4 49 1 
 

6 15  1 Dessoubs la tombe sera trouve' le Prince  
BOMBLAST MOB  ATOM PERIL BLASTOMERES 
SUBADOLESCENTS ATOM PERIL  
BAROMETERS   BERATES  MOST  
RE BASE TOUUER  UUATER  ROSE (Friday clue) 

ALMOST ARREST ~ RULE  OUT  TOMB  EASTER    

Under the tomb (Giza) will be found the Prince (of Dark Men-Sirius) 
BLASTOMERES: cell damage 
Especially in the teenagers, mutating their cells 
BAROMETERS: HUGE STORMS  
This would be the Golden Host Doing – almost stopped the event 
Meaning the event was ameliorated 

 

6 15 1 codes within codes : Prince  = CERN I P (I is eve of December solstice = 19/20. P is “pillar” which is December 23) 
N (nauthiz-the need/necessity) ICE R P (R is Celt November 25 – December 22 and P is Pillar, December 23)        PINCER 

6 34  3 Dedans sera telle sedition  
DIESEL DEARNESS END SAD  EASTER D L SAN    
EDESSAN  DEITIES  ST. EL  ALERTNESS  
ALTER DEADNESS  RATE   
LATER  ARSENATES  EDDA  EDITIONS      
IODINATED DIET DONE = NON DISEASED.. 

 

EASTER FRIDAY  L: flows to SUNDAY   
Golden Host Doing 
 
 ARSENATES are the Anu EDDA: asteroids     

6 97  1 Cinq et quarante degrez ciel bruslera  
At 45 degrees the sky will burn (C.M.E.) 
RULES  REUSEABLE  LINCQ  IN  ARC    
GENERATED QUADRANT DEGREE  E 

CQIN 
SURREAL URANATE GUARANTEED NEGATED     
IRACLEUS DEGREES QUATERNATE [40 degrees 
 

REUSABLE LINK in the heavens would be the stargate RULED BY… 
E: Celt clue is AUTUMN (FALL) EQUINOX SEPTEMBER 22 by  40O 

CQIN 2012
NEGATED = UNDOING PROBLEMS – Golden Host Doing?
IRACLEUS/HERACLES (Pollux of Gemini) Ras Algethi CLUB 
BEARER OGMIOS. Kneeling warrior is in Scorpio.        They are the 
The Zeta Reticulan 4 Herculis 

6 72  4 Victime au peuple ignorant immolee  

MENTORIAL  ELOIM:   ORIGIN   PEUU        
AA  ANT PUMICATE  GIRONA  REGION                       
GERMINATION  MOTILE  REGION     –   

NEGRO  TIME  ANTI  ALL  VICE, EVICT - ELOPING TRAIN    

 

AA Ancient Astronaut 
Myrmidon  the ant people of “myth” - the Mantis 
PUMICATE = volcanoes in MOTILE volcanic regions 
Or begins MOTILE EARTH 

 

6 100  1   LEGIS CANTIO CONTRA INEPTOS CRITICOS  
Quos legent hosce versus mature` censunto  

HOST ENCOUNTERS TRUE SOUL  A                             
CONSEQUENT ERASMUS             [musical education] 
ETHNOLOGUES 

CHOSE   VERSE   TRUE  SUM     

MARUT  MURAT  ETHNOS   HOT  UUARMEST  SUMS  

MARUT MURAT means « wind in Aries » THE WORD  RUACH HAS  

INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT CRITICS  
Let those who read this verse consider it profoundly 
musical education – quite so. I had to learn the musical clues to 
get the codes for the ETHNOLOGIES of Other Worlders 
CHOSE TRUE SUM of a particular verse :     I think this is  2 88 
because understanding what it meant led to understanding all 
the other « NEW ORBIT » quatrains 

THE  SAME INTENTION and the Ethnos of this is Elohim ‘wind’ 
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Here we have a good illustration of the final picture for the New Age. 
A sun now gone into nebula…Jupiter,  a moon of Jupiter near Earth 
Shielded by Saturn from the vagaries of Uranus 
 
The end result for Earth is two suns 
 
Whoever did this picture knew something 
 
 

  

 
December 2, 2011 – PARIS – Climatology: there are several indices or indicators that quantify the climate  
anomalies of pressure, wind and temperatures in some regions             (for the atmosphere and the ocean).  
These anomalies are associated with natural oscillations whose frequency can vary from several months to  
several decades, and sometimes between centuries.  
These are the natural variability (solar activity is also included) which are responsible for climate "change" …                                                                                                     
The Extinction Protocol. 
 

Note: these co-ordinates are almost identical to those stated by Nostradamus and published here  
The “POE” effect has been ameliorated (the June 2011) just as he said in GOLDEN HOST DOING 
 

 

 

 

 

It is my belief (after researching for Nostradamus) that the “Aettir-Aesir” runes came via the Pazyrik from Asia – as given to them by the Aisa  

(mantric Off Worlders) along with their language which a German could have understood…becoming the Celt Q and P languages.                  

The “Vanir” being given to the proto Vik-ings (and just where did they get the name Van-Dal from? The Dal are a Tall off Worlder being). 

 
 “The Earth shall reel to and fro 
 like a drunkard…and it shall fall  
and not rise again.” Isaiah 24:20. 
 

Yellow line is about the 50th parallel 
where the main coronal mass 

ejection seems to affect  
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DALS NORDICS: IN APPEARANCE. “IMPORTANT NOT TO BE PUT OFF BY APPEARANCES”. EYES LIKE A CAT 

“NORDIC DOCTRINES SINGLE CONSIDERATIONS -  SITING SIGIL” (CROP CIRCLE?) 1:54.3 

OF THE ANDROMEDA COUNCIL. THE ANTI MATTER UNIVERSE. “NORDIC SAINTS CORRIGENDA” 7:7.2 
 

7 4  4 Passer les monts contre les Anconnois 
PASSION  APSIS  E  (Sept 19/20) 

TOLERANCES ASEPSIS CANON  
ALENCONS RELENTS ASPERSIONS   
ELECTRONS PERSONALISES OCEANS  

AS   NONPROSAICNESS 

PASSION: rapture      APSIS: wheel of precession = 2012 

 

7 4 4          AS: god of the aettir. Electrons are the Elohim, controlling the solemn asteroid omens of Iran 
              TOLERATING  UNTAINTED  RELIGIONS 
 

7 1  1 L'arc du thresor par Achilles deceu   
U  HELICAL  ARCH  EARTH  
CHORDS  PROP THRUST ROSE A PILLAR      
RHOETUS SEDUCE OTHER SEED HORSE:                      
PARCS  ILL SHORTER ACHILLES ROPES (tendons) 
CRAUULED  HURT CHILL                                   (true) 

Of Hellasic treasure (stage gate) deceived by the heavens  
U: of the Universe/heavens  HELICAL = Arcturians 
HELICAL   Of or having the shape of a helix; spiral. 
ROSE = Friday  A= December 21/22.     PILLAR: December 23  
CHORDS  PROP THRUST 

RHOETUS: the mantids of Cassiopeia  HORSE: Sep 30-Dec 22

7 1 1   Of Hellasic treasure (stage gate) deceived by the heavens  =  the astronomy changes when the Earth “rolls” making it difficult to   
           program the stage gate of ‘Hades’  … in fact… part of the reason they have all been shut down in early 2011 

see page 4… 1 84 “IN CASE OF BREEDING MENACE” 

 Celt zodiac has the following dates for “HORSE”:   HORSE WHITE: June 10 – July 7   HORSE PALE: October 28 – November  24          

               HORSE BLACK: November 25 – December 22.  and HORSES: September 30 – October 27 

              The Celt (not Saxon) White Horse at Uffington UK represents Sagittarius constellation 

 

 
The “codes within codes” of 6 100 the latin are an entire chapter/forum of their own 

6 100  LEGIS CANTIO CONTRA INEPTOS CRITICOS  

INCIPIENT ‘SCATOLOGIC (eschatology) IS NOT CREATOR’S  

SOLO (Nostradamus) CASTIGATION ~ CORRECTS INCIPIENT  

INCIPIENT SCATALOGIC TO RISE CORN (Virgo) SAT (Saturday) 

TO RISE  also says  SET RIO or RIO SET (Easter) 

GROSS ICONOCLASTIC ROTATE PINe (September 2 – September 29) ICE TIN (Sagittarius) 

P (wunjo=”of the gods) IN C (century) TEN II (or 10+2 = 2012)  or October 2
nd

  

Pine tree is also February 19 to February 28  August 24 to September  02  

 

 

 

One line said to “use aphesis”     (2 39 2 in Oil Spill) which is the silent letters in words – hence the ‘e’ in PINe 

 
 

 

7 12  3 Cahors, Moissac iront long de la serre 
ARCHER RESEARCH ASTRIONICS   
CONSORTIAL Astronomic GOLDEN CAR 

HOMOR’S  RACE   CONTROLING  HORSE  SEA L  

LEADERS  CARE  NARCOSIS    
             HORSE  NOT LONG 

GOLD (THE SUN) EN (means the sun sign) = ORB? 
CAR: first decan of Capricorn. Sun sign = 21st December   
HOMER was a PLIONE = PLEIADES 
LEADERS NARCOSIS:  asleep    
HORSE months  and or Aquarius 2nd decan = Andromeda  
‘HORDES’ arriving in HORSE are also the Second Coming 

 

7 2  3   Noir, blanc a` l'inde dissimules en terre 
ISIS EL C.D. IN A DISSIMULE CANAL    
REENTERS SILICA  IN  END denial iron carbonal 
AID ENCL.(in) ALIEN CD  CAD LIEN IN DECAL   
EL MENU LACED LINED DISSEMINULES  

Black/white (greys) at India (Pakistan?) concealed in the earth 
DISSIMULE: seed/spore that has been modified –  
in this case – physically 
 LIEN is the pact  
 methyl alcohol  (no idea what this means)        
 
 
 
                         

 
 A vignette in Cesar’s Lost Book shows the zodiac with no Virgo 

ALENÇON: a delicate needlepoint lace, such as 
this crop circle. E: the planetoid   
PROSAIC: commonplace or dull; matter-of-fact 
or unimaginative: a prosaic mind, so non-prosaic 
would be the opposite: INVENTIVE  
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8 4  4 Foiblesse a` l'aigle, et force au coq naistra   
QATRAINS STIFLE, ABORTS FOIBLES  

COFEATURE  GALILEE  ALIASES  EGALITE  

false St. (saint) orbit 

Softer blast I  (Egypt or ice age) 
*In OMENS & SEALS: second trumpet. 

Potent golden faintness ( ) approach - upraised in the 
year of the rooster - is this the Rapture,   2065 Wormwood ? 
egality – represents an extreme levelling of society 
GALILEE:   could be the area, or a chain reference to the CARPENTER   
which is Norma = Leo (of Treaty 9) and or        Leo the month of August.                   
ALIASES: agendas 

CORE: maiden = Virgo or Kore under Giza: the stage gate 
 

8 4  4 Foiblesse a` l'aigle, et force au coq naistra …(cont’d  below 
See the vignettes 
QATRAINS STIFLE, ABORTS FOIBLES  
COFEATURE  ALIASES GALILEE  EGALITE  

false St. (saint) orbit 

Softer blast I  (Egypt or ice age) 
*In OMENS & SEALS: second trumpet. Coq is also Puppis of Argos 

Potent golden faintness ( ) approach - upraised in the 
year of the rooster - is this the Rapture,   2065 Wormwood ? 
egality – represents an extreme levelling of society 
GALILEE:   could be the area, or a chain reference to the CARPENTER   
which is Norma = Leo (of Treaty 9) and or        Leo the month of 
August.               ALIASES: agendas 

CORE: maiden = Virgo or Kore under Giza: the stage gate 
 

8 24 4   

SIGNALED SEAL 

U.N DREAD ING BECAUSE 
READS dread Arel USING ABUSE 
ANGRINESS ~ REAL GUILE  ADDER 

DECREASE STAR SIGN  - BLURS SAD DATES 

CUBE Added GENIUS LAND A  

 

DAL: Nordic important not to be put off by appearance Eyes like a cat. 
Allegedly involved with crop circles   

ING the harvest – the Treaty ADDER: Feb 18 –Mar 17 
An Arel, Ar'el, or Er'el, more commonly referred to in the plural as "the 
Erelim", are a rank of angels in Jewish Kabbala, “Lion of god”. 
Jerusalem 
STAR SIGN: astronomy changes 
A CUBE  Cassiopeia mother ship A is Dec. solstice 

 
 
 

SIGNALED SEAL 

8 30  1 Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer 
Golden HOST DOING STRANDED NONE  
HOT OZONE ION DEAD (atmosphere)  ENDS  A.D  
ON,  Others  DREAD  BLEEDING  DAN    (Scorpio) 
Ends OIL  ZONE   

 

 

THIS IS THE VERMONT TO CHILE OR CHILE TO VERMONT ASTEROID THAT THE “GOLDEN HOST DOING” PREVENTS A HIT, BUT IT STILL 
COMES CLOSE. THIS CAN BE SEEN IN MANY CROP CIRCLES 
 

8 46  3 Cas Mars fera le plus horrible trosne 

FEAR HORRIBLEST OCEANS  
COR(porate)  ALFARES HOURS   
TOLERANCE  STROBILE HORUS ELECTRONS (verb)    REBEL 
NORSE FARMERS ANCESTOR ASTROMANCER  (Celt clue 

 

When Mars will take up his horrible throne 
 

HOURS: Mercury = September or Gemini 
ALFARES (Pegasus) 

 

 

8 59 3 Son adversaire apres plusiers combats 
PUSIL USES PURPLE SUPPLER MICROBS  
MOB  BOAST  RUSE  ARES   
PREPARES SON (as) SUPPLIES -  
REPAIR  RUDE COMBATS  PAPERS  
ASTOUNDS IEUUS USURIES  
REAPPRAISE CURIES  PULSES   

 
PUSIL = small greys SUPPLER = Altered microbes 
PURPLE MICROBES IN CHEMTRAILS 
ARES = LEO and/or manslaughter (Cannibalism) 
RUSE: message from SaLuSa   
PAPERS is Sunday and can be applied to any topic here 
CURIES = radioactivity     USURIES is his “last omen” 
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8 85  3 Aux Hanix d'Aquilon Nanar hostera lux  
THEOS  NANA  ETHOS - 
RID  SHARON  [Israel]  
ANOTHERS OIL Exhaustion      
HOST SHORTEN QUAD  Annual  ANNA  
UUAX  (grows) REAL              
LIE – EQUAL    

To the Hanix of the north, Nanar will remove the light 
NANNA = Pleiades, however NANAR is the king of the Anun.nakim 
RID ISRAEL – moves to a colder area 
 
QUAD annual = Anna – an asteroid with a four year cycle 
HOST shortens the orbit 
LIE  (Earth)  – EQUAL  in Libra? 

 

8 85  3  HANIX D'AQUILON  = N (Eridanu) LAID HOAX QUIN (May)  HOAX  DAL  IN  QUIN, LAID  IQ [intel]  HOAX NUN (Virgo) ? 

 
 

10 2  
The ship's veil will hide the galley sail  
The great fleet will come - the lesser one to go out  
Ten ships near will turn to drive it back  
The great one conquered, the united ones join in faith  

“Veil”  currently it is possible to turn armaments invisible 

Great fleet = the hordes. The “lesser one” are those of earth 
Ten ships are the Sephirot – the “Keepers” or Watchers, 
unless it is “Net” ships. Reticuli means Net – to trap 
The great one would be the Orion and the Giant Anu/Oannes 

in·cip·i·ent/inˈsipēənt/ 

Adjective: 
1. In an initial stage; beginning to happen or 

develop: "incipient eschatology". 
2. Developing into a specified type or role:  
3.  to a higher level contrive: concoct a mystery 
4. Vb. To devise, using skill and intelligence;  

 

 

 

cas·ti·gate/ˈkastəˌgāt/ Vb to reprimand severely 

    
 

  
 

10 2  This is saying something quite interesting 
That eschatology (end times) is a concoction…in effect…that Revelation (or some of it) is a means to engender fear,          
a fear strong enough to make people beg (pray) for rapture?                       It is this fear that the cannibals need 
So what does C10 Q2 have to do with this?          The great fleet disguised until the last minute – what are they up to? 
 

“End of times” fanatics are already saying that the appearance of a s second moon is signalling that the world will 
end.  “This was predicted in the prophecy of Nostradamus in the 16th Century,”  said Nostradamus expert Fred 
Desmarais of Lyon, France.     This is the quatrain he wrote  

 

quote from Nancy Tate’s web site         
There is no such quatrain 
Note there is no quatrain number 

In the sky a second light will rise…………………… 
Bring back the great King of Angolmois…………. 
And with Toulouse, ten years after the shining. 
Across the earth shall come the great flame….. 

    There is NO SUCH QUATRAIN or PRESAGE by Nostradamus – Helen Parks- 
 

8 96 3 De Babylon la fille du porsuit 
IDLEFUL DEBT ABLY FLAILED,  
IF ONLY FINAL BABY, PULLED ON SUIT ~  
ILL POUUDERS FILL ABBEY 
IT BEYOND BOULDERS 

the debt incurred by governments was used to build space stations 
and underground safe places ~ also describes credit 
Space suit? 
Abbey = vestry is the “side room” …radiation? 
BEYOND BOULDERS means on the other side of the asteroid belt 
IT usually means the Earth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

FROM THE WORDS OF SaLuSa January 6 2012 
“ In the end you will gain more than you could possibly lose, and that does apply to physical possessions 

(HEGELIAN PRINCIPLE ~ TELL THEM HALF-TRUTHS) 

…although we will not support anything acquired except through honest dealings. 
(THIS IS A "QUALIFYER" WHICH IS WHAT MANIPULATORS DO) 

Numbers of you are entering this final period at an age when you are not necessarily in good health. 
(WHY SHOULD THIS MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO GOD?)  

WHY EVEN MENTION THIS?   
BECAUSE IT IS IMPORTANT TO THEIR AGENDA 

“Be assured that by the time you take your place in Ascension all bodies will have changed to crystalline” 
 

SO WHY SHOULD WE BE CONCERNED ABOUT "OUR POSSESSIONS"? 
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9 83  1 Sol vingt de Taurus si fort de terre trembler 

GRATITUDE  SOLVING  STARUUARS DATE 

METER  ISUS  STEUUARDS ~ VERSION  Iƒ  NUL 

SENSE VRIL ...EVIL TORTUROUS OGRE * 
TERRORIƒTS  TREMBLE ~ FROSTIEST UUATERS 

Sun twentieth of Taurus the earth will tremble very mightily =  
May 13th 2008 Chengdu Sichuan China 

STARUUARS DATE: Dec 23 2012 see details last page  of WATERWORLD 

METER is MEASURE-ISUS is Sirius …STEUUARD = SaLuSa… VERSION 

IS NUL   Most terrorists seem to come from the desert regions, so this means 
something unusual 

 

The Vril Society became the “inner circle” of. The Thule Society  

- A Hideous Strength - The Vril Society - from "Invisible Eagle - The History of Nazi child cannibals 

* Saying that the Sirius SaLuSa agenda is not what they say at all 
 

10 100 4     THE VERY LAST LINE OF THE CENTURIES 
A. L. S   IN SITU         (A.L.S. is like motor neurones - spread by the chemtrails by the Siriac 
SUSTAIN IL         SLAIN I  -  I = eve of winter solstice or Samhain     IT  SUIT SALUS’ N    
 

ISN'T SaLu I (eve of winter solstice or October 31
st
 season of Samhain All Saints 

SaLuSa  (is not Sirius Talls, the blonds)  or I SaLu ISN'T   (what I make out to be 
 

ITS U (uranite) S’LuSa N (Ash = Pisces)   SaLuSa  IN TIN SITS IN  SITULA  (‘tin’ is Pisces too 
L II  (Pisces 2012 -2013?    or  LII  (Grey52)           SITS IN SITULA  (bucket shaped craft) 

SaLuSa  a Tall Being – possibly one of the “Prince of Dark Men” entities…           From Sirius A. 
Tin is metal of Pisces &  L is in Pisces and is also a Celt tree date of ROWAN Jan 21 – Feb 17    

N can also mean the sky rune for Eridanus 
10 100 4      The vignette of Cesar's Lost Book shows tectonic plates separating in Pisces (2013?) 

Note: the word « rapture » appears nowhere in the Bible. 

To be ‘caught up’ does… 

 

10 1  3   Prins preme mort, &  le reste en chemise. 
One is taken nearth to death, the rest in body bags (Roswell) 

FOURTEEN PRIMES Encipherments HENCE 

INSPIRE  REMOTE  LETTER  PREMISE   
RELETTER  IN  LETTER R  LETTER O       
METEOR   PAPERS  SET     (Easter, Sunday) 

 

This is referring to HENRIC in the quatrains, which Allan UUebber 
discovered means Enchiffre – chapter 14 in which Nostradamus is 
pointing to a code system. See A Fossicker’s Guide to Nostradamus 
REMOTE is a pun on the Australian (Allan) and also the celestial. 
O =Sky rune for Andromeda or cultural inheritance & orbit 
R: Celt for Elder (November 25 – Dec 22) or a pun on ELDERS 
R: is the sky rune for Draco – Ophiucus (similar direction) 

10 1  3    
PREMISE METEOR SET PRIME ~ LETTER  S 

HENCE INSPIRE REMOTE  Encipherments  
TREES ROLE LETTER R  LETTER T   
IN  PAPER  FOURTEEN                                   

SET is obs. For Easter   PRIMES the Earth. Note two puns 
S: Celt Willow: April 15 – May 12 
T: Celt Holly July 8 – August 4  
R: Celt Elder Nov 25 – Dec 22 
PAPER is a Sunday (Celt Birch day) add FOURTEEN days 

 

10 1 3:    REMOTE ENCIPHERMENTS: Allan in Adelaide and Helen in NSW. Add FOURTEEN days to the first SUNDAY in one of the above dates 
PRIME: is the priming of the Earth to become semi-prostrate, but also the PRIMES are the Earth’s ordinates 

Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa .  Book  I   part 4  Ch 14 
ALLAN WEBBER GOT THIS FROM ANOTHER CLUE – ONE WHICH NO ONE EVER UNDERSTOOD BEFORE 
from the quatrains Allan worked out that “En Chiffre” WAS THE ABOVE AUTHOR  ~  A contemporary of Nostradamus.  

 
6:66 4 Terre trembler en Avril, mal  enfouetz 

Terror Enter Fallen Emblem  
Zeal Inflame Touuer MALL, liarz menu 
UN-ERRABLE FELON, METE IR-REMUNERABLE   
ENUMERABLE METER [measure] TREBLE R 

(R=Draco) R=advancement R= Celt Tree zodiac of ELDER November 25 – December 22 

Alminezur Label [chapter] Fourteen [of En Chiffre – Henrich Cornelius Agrippa]  

[Alminezur = numeral iz (14). ruinz male]  
[En Chiffre is the mysterious ‘Henric’/ ‘Chiren’ of the quatrains] 
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Chapter xiv.   Of the bodies of the Devils –                                                           we call them greys 
Concerning the bodies of Angels, there is a great dissension betwixt the late Divines, and Philosophers; for Thomas affirms that all 
angels are incorporeal, yea evil angels, yet that they do assume bodies sometimes, which after awhile they put off again;  
Dionysius in Divine Names strongly affirms that Angels are incorporeal.  
 

Yet Austin [Augustine] upon Genesis delivers his opinion, that Angels are said to be Aery, and Fiery Animals:  
because they have the nature of Aerial bodies, neither can they be dissolved by death, because the element which is more active 
than passive is predominant in them; the same seem to affirm, that all Angels in the beginning of their creation had Aerial bodies, 
being formed of the more pure, and superior part of the air, being more fit to act, then to suffer; and that those bodies were after the 
confirmation preserved in good Angels, but changed in the evil in their fall, into the quality of more thick air, that they might be 
tormented in the fire:  
Moreover Magnus Basilius doth attribute bodies not only to Devils, but also to pure angels, as certain thin, Aeriall, pure spirits; to 
which Gregory Nazianzen doth agree.  
 

Apuleius was of opinion, that all angels had not bodies; for in the book of the Demon of Socrates, he saith, that there is a more 
propitious kind of spirits, which being alwayes free from corporeal bonds, are procured by certain prayers. But Psellus the Platonist, 
and Christianus do think that the nature of spirits is not without a body; but yet not that the body of angels, & devils are the same; for 
that is without matter; but the bodies of devils are in a manner materiall, as shadows, and subject to passion, that they being struck 
are pained, and may be burnt in the fire, into conspicuous ashes, which as is recorded, was done in Tuscia.  
And although it be a spirituall body, yet it is most sensible, and being touched, suffers; and although it be cut asunder, yet comes 
together again, as air and water, but yet in the mean time is much pained. Hence it is that they fear the edge of the sword, and any 
weapon. Hence in Virgil the Sybill saith to Aeneas, 

Sybil: AN ORACLE…divinatory: resembling or characteristic of a prophet or prophecy;  
Sibylline: "the high priest's divinatory pronouncement"  

 

Do thou go on thy way and draw thy sword. 

Upon which Servius saith that she would have Aeneas have his sword consecrated. Orpheus also describes the kinds 
of Demoniacall bodies; there is indeed one body, which only abides the fire, but being seen, doth not suffer, which Orpheus calls 
fiery, and Celestial Demons1:  
the other is contemperated with the mixtion of fire, and air, whence they are called Etheriall, and Aeriall; to which if any waterish 
thing was added, there arose a third kinde, whence they are Called watery, which sometimes are seen: to which if any earthiness be 
added, this is not very thick; they are called Terrene Demons, and they are more conspicuous, and sensible. Now the bodies of 
sublime Demons are nourished of the most pure Etheriall element, and are not rashly to be seen of any, unless they be sent from 
God; being weaved of such bright threads, and so small, that they transmit all the rayes of our sight by their finess, and reverberate 
them with splendor, and deceive by their subtlety; of which Calcidius saith, Etheriall, and Aeriall Demons, because their bodies have 
not so much fire as that they are conspicuous, nor yet so much earth that the solidity of them resists the touch, and their whole 
composure being made up of the clearness of the skie [sky], and moisture of the air, hath joyned [joined] together an indissoluble 
superficies. The other Demons are neither so appearable, nor invisible, being sometimes conspicuous are turned into divers 

figures, and put upon themselves bodies like shadows, of blood-less images, drawing the filthiness of a gross body, and they 
have too much communion with the Wood (which the Ancients did call the wicked soul) and by reason of their affinity with earth, and 
water, are also taken with Terrene pleasures, and lust; of which sort are hobgoblins, and Incubi, and Succubi, of which number it is 
no absurd conjecture to think that Melusina       [or Melusine2]   was:  
 

yet there is none of the Demons (as Marcus supposeth) is to be supposed male or female, seeing this difference of sex belongs to 
compounds, but the bodies of Demons are simple, neither can any of the Demons turn themselves into all shapes at their pleasure; 
but to the fiery, and airy it is easie so to do, viz: to change themselves into what shapes their imagination conceives: now 
subterraneall and dark Demons, because their nature being concluded in the streights of a thick and unactive body, cannot make 
the diversity of shapes, as others can. But the waterie, and such as dwell upon the moist superfices of the earth, are by reason of 
the moistness of the element, for the most part like to women; of such kinde are the fairies of the Rivers, and Nymphs of the Woods:  
but those which inhabit dry places, being of dryer bodies, shew themselves in form of men, as Satyrs, or Onosceli, with Asses legs, 
or Fauni, and Incubi, of which he [Augustine1] saith, he learned by experience there were many, and that some of them oftentimes 
did desire, and made compacts with women to lie with them: and that there were some Demons, which the French call Dusii, that 
did continually attempt this way of lust 

Chapter l xiv. How the Passions of the mind change the body by way of imitation from some resemblance; Also of the 
transforming, and translating of men, and what force the imaginative power hath not only over the body, but the soul. 
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1 
These are called Seraphim 

2 Melusine (or Melusina) is a figure of European legends and folklore, a feminine spirit of fresh waters in sacred springs 

and rivers. 
She is usually depicted as a woman who is a serpent or fish from the waist down (much like a mermaid). She is also 
sometimes illustrated with wings, two tails or both, and sometimes referred to as "nixie" or Neck. Melusine legends are 
especially connected with the northern, most Celtic areas of Gaul, and the Low Countries. Sir Walter Scott told a Melusine 
tale in The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (1802–1803) Wiki 

 

Cecrops (Greek: Κέκροψ, Kékrops; gen.: Κέκροπος) was a mythical king of Athens who is said to have reigned for fifty-

six years. The name is not of Greek origin according to Strabo,
[1]

 or it might mean 'face with a tail': it is said that, born from 
the earth itself, he had his top half shaped like a man and the bottom half in serpent or fish-tail form. He was the founder 
and the first king of Athens itself 
 

Oannes (Ὡάννης, Hovhannes [Հովհաննես] in Armenian) was the name given by the Babylonian writer Berossus in the 

3rd century BCE to a mythical being who taught mankind wisdom. Berossus describes Oannes as having the body of a 
fish but underneath the figure of a man. He is described as dwelling in the Persian Gulf, and rising out of the waters in the 
daytime and furnishing mankind instruction in writing, the arts and the various sciences. 
The name "Oannes" was once conjectured to be derived from that of the ancient Babylonian god Ea,

 
 but it is now known 

that the name is the Greek form of the Babylonian Uanna (or Uan) a name used for Adapa in texts from the Library of 
Ashurbanipal.  The Assyrian texts attempt to connect the word to the Akkadian for a craftsman ummanu but this is merely 
a pun.

  

 
Iosif Shklovsky and Carl Sagan cited tales of Oannes as deserving closer scrutiny as a possible instance 

of paleocontact due to its consistency and detail. Wiki 

 
Get pictures from downloads and the Cecrops 
 

 

 

Enlil, who bore the title YHWH – meaning Captain/Pilot 
With a mantid which is wearing its space helmet, just as the Enkidu 
also wear an Eagle head helmet and/or a fish suit when swimming. 
(The 14 clay tablets of Enki the Anun.naki) 
This could be Enki/Ea (Ey-Ah) because he is surrounded by the river 
Eridanus. The star above them says so. 
The mantids are either in the employ of, or are the masters of the 
Cassiopeian planetoid and hubrid breeding program. These are the 
insectoides and the ants in other lines. 

 

Please excuse colour codes. Reds are from Nostradamus. Blue is current topic. Green relates to the collating 
GOLDEN HOST DOING 

For example 
1 80 1 “SEEMS MIRACLES REFLECTED – XII      and 

2 78 2 “GIGANTESQUE QUINE GANGS INPUT SET ~ NEGATES, QUIETENS LOUISE” 
This indicates an asteroid (Louise) at Easter or “set” 

 
 

1 2  2  De l'onde il moulle et le limbe et le pied   
ELOIM: MELODI ` 
TELL OLDEN DEED – 
IDLE MELLITE BEETLE  
(IDLE) LIMB  

ELOIM: MELODI  - verses = quatrains 
BEETLE = scarab = (Cancer) and Ursa 
LIMB = (branch=Virgo)  could also mean  
“idle branch” is humanity  

 

2 44  2 Et de la playe du tyran trouvé mort   
TREACHEROUS  SUN  EXUDATE  ARCS    E    
Heap sends UNTAXED SACHS SEEPS  

UXE (use) AURAS ~ ASCHERA  
HE RESTORED UNSORTED  
SEAS TROY SO  TRUE – SEND PHASE 

OUR SEARCH EASY SCARE  UNTO ARCHER  -  

  
TREACHEROUS  SUN           E is the September equinox     

ARC  is also in Sagittarius       E is also a Tuesday   
Heap is the Pleiades. Sachs are their space craft 
They used auras to ward off the asteroid shower 

SEAS: the area which includes Aquarius and Pisces 
constellations        TROY is deception or a mountain 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legend
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folklore
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirit#Metaphysical_and_metaphorical_uses
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serpent_(symbolism)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mermaid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neck_(water_spirit)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaul
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low_Countries
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Scott
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Minstrelsy_of_the_Scottish_Border
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athens
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strabo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cecrops_I#cite_note-0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babylon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berossus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_Gulf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ea_(Babylonian_god)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_of_Ashurbanipal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_of_Ashurbanipal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iosif_Shklovsky
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Sagan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleocontact
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 4 67 
Lors que Saturne et  Mars esgaux combust,                    (and 2065) 
L'air fort seich,  longue traiection: 
Par feux secrets, d'ardeur grand lieu adust, 
Peu pluye, vent chaut, guerres, incursions. 

 

The year that Saturn and Mars are equal fiery  The Year Earth goes 
The air parched - long trajectory                        (Orbit) 
Through secret fires a great place blazing from burning heat (Neptune) 
Little rain, warm wind, wars, incursions 

 

Both Nostradamus and the Mazzaroth say that all things are under ORION 

Orion the ‘bringer of light’ – just as is Lucifer  

However – the Orions have invented a different form of Light to the one we know 

==================================================== 

Footnotes 

Excerpts from SaLuSa “messages” – 

the full messages as received are available to anyone who simply asks for them at hiddentext@live.com.au    

From Stella LeHelani 

 

“It is for the individual to attain ascension through enlightenment, and the giving and receiving of pure 
unconditional love as God intended. That is why we are all here! 
I do not believe that it is up to some aliens to help us ascend, unless they kill us.[first]” 

This is the first time that I have seen / heard the following:- 
 

“Lucifer is Prime Creator of The Galactic Federation Of Light and all Beings Therein. Him and His Arch 
Angels Roam the Realms of the Fourth Dimension. His Main Purpose is to Help Humanity Evolve into 
their Original Light Being form. Through knowledge of Self Awareness  He will set up His kingdom on 
this earth and help the governments of this world bring humanity together into a new world order that 
will facilitate the ascension process. 
 

WhatTheBlueBlazes?  Did you know this Helen, or are you as shocked as me? 
From Stella: 

When you read what SaLuSa said about Nesara, he / it depicted it as a positive …                  (as 
per Lucifer), and yet when you Google the word Nesara, you get quite the opposite.  

Here are just 2 sites that I copied   
http://www.nesarasucks.com/ http://www.omegansareliars.com/ 

  

NESARA stands for the "National Economic Security And Reformation Act" heralded by Ascended Master-Liars sAint 
Germain, sAint Sonanda, Al Gore, Dick Cheney, Hillary Clinton, and many others that make up a who's who of our 

government, media, and supreme court justices. 
 

“Clearly debt forgiveness is the only answer to get out of the hole that many countries have fallen into, and have 

no realistic chance of getting out of by repaying their loans. 
 

WHY, OH WHY, DOES SaLuSa   FOCUS ON MONEY?   AND  ON  POLITICS? 

THERE IS NO GOVERNMENT ON THIS EARTH WHICH CAN GUIDE HUMANS INTO THE REALITY THAT IS 
 

With your help, we can undo all of the damage  

THIS IS HOW ONE SPEAKS DOWN TO CHILDREN - THEY DO NOT NEED "OUR HELP" TO FIX EARTH! 

and make good everything so that it is restored to how it was in the very beginning.    (Before humans?)                                                                                                                 

  
  

The shape shifting Leonine craft 

mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
http://www.nesarasucks.com/
http://www.omegansareliars.com/
http://www.omegansareliars.com/benefits.htm
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Check out their main leader, "Christ Michael" who goes by the Name Hatonn              (a 
close resemblance to Satan, SA TONN or from Esc.HATON.N – end times)        who 
admits he's a tall Grey Alien 
Are the NESARA leaders the Ashtar Command?     (see their humanoid pics) 
Sananda Immanuel claims/admits Sanat Kumera is his father - Sanat Kumera……..  is 
another name for Satan.. 
Or in the word ESC-HATON/Aton. The extra N would be the sky rune for Eridanus 
NESARA was already signed into Law in October, 2000 at GUNPOINT.                      All 
we're waiting for now is the actual announcement. 
 And they dare brag how it was passed unanimously. They don't tell you why! 

            excerpted from http://www.white-knights911.com/Dove/edove686. 

 

  

 SaLuSa  30-December-2011 
 

These will in turn result in far reaching changes by introducing benefits and new technologies that you should have 

already been using.    

THE ITALICS ARE MINE 

“Once the media is able to be free speaking from censorship and other controls, you may be sure that it will be 

your principle source of information. 
 

“Even now as so many lift up out of it the aggression, antagonism and hatred  

PLACED GENETICALLY IN OUR MAKEUP BY THE VERY "GODS" WHICH ARE IN ALLIANCE WITH SIRIUS!  

still wreaks havoc on Earth, but will soon play itself out as the energies of peace settle upon it. 

THE "ENERGIES" OF PEACE WILL SETTLE ONLY WHEN THERE ARE NO CURRENT  STYLE  HUMANS  LEFT  

Even now the young ones amongst you see the pointless waste of life and energy in the pursuit of conquest,  

NOT TRUE - THEY SEE ONLY THEIR COMPUTER GAMES OR THEY ARE THE ONES STARING INTO AN EMPTY FOOD BOWL 

. Also be prepared to help those who will be confused by what is going to happen, as most of you working for the Light 

know sufficient to be able to do so. The best assurance you can give is that we are working with you, 

 AND WILL DO SO AS IT SUITS THE END PLAN 

and that there is nothing to fear. In the end you will gain more than you could possibly lose, and that does apply to 

physical possessions  

although we will not support anything acquired except through honest dealings.  

(THIS IS A "QUALIFYER" WHICH IS WHAT MANIPULATORS DO) 

Numbers of you are entering this final period at an age when you are not necessarily in good health.  

(WHY SHOULD THIS MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO GOD?) WHY EVEN MENTION THIS?  
BECAUSE IT IS IMPORTANT TO THEIR AGENDA 
 

Be assured that by the time you take your place in Ascension all bodies will have changed to crystalline, 

 (SO …IN THAT CASE WHY SHOULD WE BE CONCERNED ABOUT "OUR POSSESSIONS"?) 

All souls in the higher realms can easily appear as they were from any incarnation, and share their knowledge and 

skills with you. 
(ARE THERE HORSES IN THE REINCARNATED STATE TOO - WILL A FARRIER HAVE HIS TOOLS TO SHARE HIS SKILLS?) 
 

SaLuSa  12-December-2011. 
 

This you know only too well, but understand that changes are sometimes necessary to fine tune our activities.  

As the dark Ones are being forced to retreat, they leave a trail of failed attempts to cause disarray.  

We are determined to block all such attempts, and now have the divine authorization to use more forceful means 

to do so. Part of our mission is to ensure that as many souls as possible lift up through Ascension.  

“Even now as so many lift up out of it the aggression, antagonism and hatred … 

(PLACED GENETICALLY IN OUR MAKEUP BY THE VERY "GODS" WHICH ARE IN ALLIANCE WITH SIRIUS!)  

still wreaks havoc on Earth, but will soon play itself out as the energies of peace settle upon it.” 

(THE "ENERGIES" OF PEACE WILL SETTLE ONLY WHEN THERE ARE NO CURRENT  STYLE  HUMANS LEFT)  
 

http://www.nesarasucks.com/hatonn.htm
http://www.nesarasucks.com/hatonn.htm
http://www.nesarasucks.com/hatonn.htm
http://www.sherrytalkradio.com/maitreya/ashtar.htm
http://www.nesarasucks.com/sanat.htm
http://www.nesarasucks.com/sanat.htm
http://www.omegansareliars.com/nesara-gunpoint.htm
http://www.omegansareliars.com/nesara-gunpoint.htm
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From George Elliot: 
Hello Helen: 
I read the red first., Then I read the bold. Then I read it all. My impression of your comments is that you doubt 
some parts of the message. That seems wise to me because parts of the message are false, and parts of the 
message are distorted, although some parts are true, or very close to true. 
One part among the latter is the part that reads,  

"Nothing will be able to stand in the way of the changes that are about to commence."  
The main flaw with this part is that the changes have already commenced, instead of "about to commence".  
Other parts also have flaws. In fact, I did not find any part that was totally free from flaws. 
What can I say to you except  

"Keep on doubting SaLusa, and everybody who is in any way connected with SaLusa."  
Now doubt is even better when you have the evidence to the contrary, like I do.  
Where do I get such evidence? From the words which have been established to have proceeded out of the mouth 
of God, instead of out of the anus of God.  
Accept no substitutes. 

No need to provide a sample message to me because Google did that immediately. 
A portion of the message for Dec 21, 2011 reads, 
 "Your normal life expectancy is very short compared to Beings like ourselves, who are in the higher dimensions."  
The fact, that there are places which can legitimately described by the phrase "higher dimensions", is true.  
The fact, that those places have beings, is also true.  
The beings, which provided this message, are nevertheless not in those places.  
They are instead in places which can legitimately be described by the phrase "this universe". 
How do I know this information?  
I know this information because I have solved many of the riddles of which the essential words of God consist.  
For instance, I know that none of the beings in the "higher dimensions" have a "life expectancy".  
They are all immortal instead. 
 Not eternal, merely immortal.  
Only mortals can be said to have a "life expectancy".  
Therefore, the providers of these messages do not reside in the "higher dimensions", as they claim that they do.  
So the providers of these messages (of SaLuSa) are merely another group of deceivers. 

 

GEORGE GREEN WITH PROJECT CAMELOT 
 

One of them was to a guy named... well, he’s in California, I don’t want his name on it, right - anyway, he reprinted it and they changed 
some stuff around. He was channeling so called Commander Hatonn and the information we got was – we thought that was really 
good stuff - I dropped a half a million dollars and got a divorce - actually, about a million, and got a divorce over that thing, because we 
thought they were really connected with that group and it turned out to be a big swindle. 
 

GG: Though, it’s fascinating to read. However, the divorce, and all the Commander Hatonn material and all that junk - cause we put 
up - everybody thought that - we financed the whole thing. I mean, I was blowing maybe fifty grand a month financing the project for a 
while. And then E.J. Ekker, they had all the people, they’re going to create a whole, they call it the, ah, Tehachapi California.  
GG: So, except for two - the two that we did ourselves directly from the guidance from above. So, two of the Phoenix Journals, they’re 
okay, the rest of them, it’s not that they’re not the truth in them, because they were taken from other information, this Hatonn character 
at that time, claimed - and we’re not sure, that’s kind of like J.Z. Knight, you know, Ramtha. 
GG: But the messages then become more, as I said, we were concerned about the Hatonn character. Yes there is a Hatonn and when 
we confronted that Hatonn from another source, the answer was, there are lessons of discernment - then I was like you, but these 
people that put all this money and everything else in - there’s lessons of discernment for everybody.  
 

CHAPTER 9 
REC #4 HATONN 
THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1991  
5:06 P.M. YEAR 4, DAY 231 
REGARDING “ROBOTOIDS” (Cont’d) 
from FourWinds10 Website 

You are “willing victims” of the lie and 
YOU will awaken or sleep 

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Cmdr. 

CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 
JOURNAL Pg. 192 Robotoids: 

The load is simply too great for me … 
You see, I, Hatonn, care not in the least whether * or not you believe me nor if you 
understand the mechanism by which it works. (*Yet the messages are full of ‘love’) 

“We have been informed by The Creator* that adjustments have been made throughout 
the past two years that enable you all to progress at this rate of  speed” 

Interesting that NOSTRADAMUS calls it “DREAD CERES”…it is the name of an asteroid and obsolete for Sirius 

*Except that this “creator” is the Anu who created humans – but not the universe 
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 Stell Heap 

 

To Nell Parkes 

Oooooooo!!! This one starts off ok, and then deteriorates rapidly! 

“you are connected to The Source”. 

They didn’t say “God”. They didn’t say “The Creator”. They said “The Source”. 

Now, I can be charged for watching too many TV series like Charmed and Supernatural, plus movies that follow a similar vein, but 

The Source, in my mind, refers to “The Source of all Evil”… 

Here’s another bit that bothers me: 

We realize that no matter how much deeper the fear has brought us we are still able to surmount that and come 

back to the Light from which we began this journey into the realization of what we are capable of 

Have they just admitted that they are “Not of the Light”? 

  

From: Nell Parkes 

Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 5:29 AM 

Subject: Horus & Hatonn, Feb 26, 12 

  
UNTIL NOW THESE TWO HAVE REMAINED SEPARATE 
KEEP IN MIND THAT THERE IS NOTHING WE MIGHT SEE ON THE NEWS THAT HAS NOT BEEN "APPROVED" THE 
“MESSAGE ABOVE IS FROM THE SAME SITE WHICH QUOTED A NON EXISTENT QUATRAIN 

 
 

Collator/Editor’s note: Horus is the Egyptian god of Taurus/Al Dabaran – the off Worlders who are involved with 

“Mannequin – Artificial Intelligence” James Michael Casbolt   
and the name Hatonn comes from Esc.haton.n.  =   End times. Erid.anu, one could even say that Esc. Means “escape” (!)….. 

 
 

 
 

Mannaz rune 

 

 
 
 

The “I-me” rune  

 

AND IT WILL BE IN BROAD DAYLIGHT….. 

 

n  the forum  titled ALIEN INVASION ~ FALSE FLAG the words 

“AND IN BROAD DAYLIGHT IT WILL BE” are a really big clue, simply because in quatrain 4 73, the last line hints to us 

that the ‘pantomime’ will take place in the evening, indicating the real thing does not. 

 

 

9 15 4 1  
GURU  TO  PLEB  RE-ORGANISING  E  (September  20/22)  

E also means the Zeta Reticulan Herculis and as a day it is Tuesday  

I 

http://sn120w.snt120.mail.live.com/mail/
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
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9 15 4  SEIGNEURPRELATBOURGOING                 codes within codes 

1 OBLIGING GORGEOUS NOBLE ALIEN PERTURBING - ERUPT (disrupt) GREGARIOUS ING (harvest for cannibalism) 
BUGGERS REPTILIAN ON (Oannes) GENEROUS RAPTURE, NOTE: BURGLARISING PURE EGO (souls) or  

PURE EGO (Orion) GENEROUS RAPTURE BURGLARISING 

PRIOR ROGUE (Oannes or Prince of Dark Men/Sirius) BELEAGUERING TONGUES  
(the rapture event/s have been questionable and mysterious)  

 

THIS SEEMS TO BE A FALSE RAPTURE   

  4  73 
Le nepveu grand par force prouvera 
Le pache fait du coeur pusillanime: 
Ferrare et Ast le Duc esprouvera, 
Par lors qu'au soir sera le pantomime 

 
The nephew by great force will test 
The treaty made by the pusillanimous heart:          Treaty 9* 
The Duke will try Ferrara and Asti, 
When the pantomime will take place in the evening 

 

Treaty 9* included a clause which was in effect “trade in men”. The ‘trade off’ was for technology. ‘Duke’ is the preident 

 

1 99  1 Le grand monarque que fera compagnie  
DAMN GARAMOND  E (Herculis) Q         LEAP - ING  
QORAN QURAN PELAGIAN      UU    (Cygnus  21/9 

AGILE NORMA   
ALGERIAN  MAP  
Reading Equal                              (the balance = Libra) 
RANDOM QUEUE  
FEAR ALIEN Flag                                           E  (21/9 

COMPARE  GRAAL  MADONNA  GRANDMA   

 

NEED TO EXPLAIN: these dates here can be exchanged   

GARAMOND source of confusion        E  (Z.R.Herculis) Q  orbit 
E is also the date of the September equinox, interesting that UU 

confirms this date    NORMA = from Leo  
LEAP is Scorpio  - ING = the harvest, cannibalism (Oannes  

GRAAL = the tall skinny greenish greys   (another line declares 
them “loyal”)   GRANDMA means the Pleiades 
PELAGIAN  under water breather = Oannes 
ALIEN Flag   is a false flag which could be in any of the dates 
here: September equinox days, in Libra or in Scorpio                                       

RANDOM QUEUE sounds more like a RAPTURE than an 
ASCENSION –  

 

8 93  2 Par son deces grand scisme fera naistre  
RETAIN  FEARS ~ ORION  DEPRECATE 
PARS  ISTAR  SERPENTARIA ~ ARSON    
ARIAN  SS  PARASITES    

ENCODER ENCODES DANGERS 
POP  STARS  INSPIRE  TRANSFER 

PERTAINS  AISA  SECOND  DISCS  REED   
 

This is an actual stars wars scenario 
ARSON = lasers “dards du ciel” 1 20. 1 46. 1 55. 1 56. 1 64 

POP STARS:  how insightful is Nostradamus!  

What a good way to spread the word for  rapture 

AISA:  the mantric FEMALE “greys” (Of the Aesir?) 

SECOND DISCS  indicates following a false flag  

REED    October 28 – November 24 (note: in Scorpio 

Could also be saying : 8 93 2  ‘PARASITE: SECOND  DISCS ENCODES DANGER – PERTAINS ISTAR SERPENTARI’ (Oannes) 

ORION DEPRECATE AISA  (the Aisa greys are the mantric female type – yet to be determined) ISTAR means Sirius 

 
 

  

 

Vignette on the Left: 
believing in giant 
‘angels’ which offer 
rapture will have 
dark consequences. 
 
Right: warning of the 
rapture because 
much rapture will be 
from “tors”, the 
Mountain tops 
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Just WHY did Nostradamus need to expound the Pleiades? 

MARCH 9 2012 
FROM SaLuSa of Sirius 

“life on Earth is no picnic, but is not meant to grind you into the dust. You take on what you believe you can handle and 
you still have free choice as to how far you go. Indeed, this particular life is so important to you, as it is the opportunity to 
set the record straight and clear any remaining karma. Some of you have already reached that stage and can devote 
yourself to working for the Light. If you are one who does not yet feel fulfilled in this way, simply put out the thought that 
you wish to serve the Light in whatever way your abilities will allow.  
Be assured once you have done that you will be used at an appropriate time, and many Lightworkers will be involved in 
the final few months before Ascension. Once we are able to openly show ourselves and work with you, there will 
be plenty of activity where you can be used. 
 

Presently we are occupied with the confrontations in the Middle East, and although it is threatening to lead to war, we 
state again that it will not be allowed to happen. The New World Order will not be allowed to take advantage of any 
situation that might lead to one, as we can in any event disable weapons if we so wish1. 
 You could say that by our very actions, peace has been declared and an end to war in this cycle. 
 

Wish?1.   
My question to SaLuSa is :  WHY DON’T YOU? 
 

4 41  1 Deux gros de Mende, de Rondes et Milhau. _  
 

EXPISCATE (search out) HAARP AROPH AGGEST (grows)  
HIPPURATE  (medical test) THOSe  HOSTS  HIP (Leo)  AROUSE 
Hip (Den.ebola in Leo) Phase our shape our II (Nov?)  Sepia hour 
He soup our air  - Our Apes (Sirius) is his . He pours I A up rose A 

OATH IN MY EUPHORIA  IS Our Heap            (Pleiades 
STAGE GATES PACT  -  AUTOGRAPHIES  (signatures 
SEX  SHORTAGE  EXCUSE – EXEQUIES  (funeral rites 

Two large ones at Mendes, Rhodes and Milhau: either two 
asteroids or two different Giants (Anu/Erid.anu-Oannes?) 
SIRIUS IS HIS:  the shape shifting Leonines have the Sirius in their 
pocket. ‘He pours’ A (Dec 21/22) in ‘rose’,  a Friday.  Dec 21 in 2012 
is a Friday. The ‘II’ still has me uncertain.  ‘I’ is  Yew tree day  of the 
Eve of the winter solstice = December 19/20 
 

So that was what the PACT was all about!  Time travel!      
Sex shortage (fertility) is the excuse for making men in black 
(funeral rites)  although the word “spare” appeared recently   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

“THOSE HOSTS” are the BIOGENS IN THE CHEMTRAILS 

4 41  1 AROPH : n. 1. A barbarous word used by the old chemists to designate various medical remedies; Alchemye, 

having connotations with “aerosol” methods of application. The words used in former times were “ether” and “ethereal”. 
Here is perfect proof that Nostradamus was well aware of chemtrails and the BIOGENS within them  & the H.A.A.R.P connection.  
This means that it is the Leonines from Denebola who are behind it all. How appropriate the name is  DEN.EBOLA!  For some reason those of 
Sirius are in league with the shape shifters. This confirms the TRIAD of Orion (the Anu), Sirius and Leo (but not Regulus) and by implication 
that the “channelled” messages from Sirius are a very dangerous ploy. The hidden agenda is the False Rapture by those of Sirius. 
Anyone who has read Aleister Crowley will recall his ‘mentor’ was APES (Ah-pees) of Sirius, to whom Crowley  “sold his soul”. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pleiades_Lanoue.png
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HIPPURATE IS A SPECIFIC MEDICAL TEST AS FOLLOWS: 
Hardy Diagnostics Hippurate Test is to be used in the presumptive identification of Gardnerella vaginalis, Campylobacter jejuni, 
Listeria monocytogenes and group B streptococci, by detecting the ability of the organism to hydrolyze hippurate. 
 

Peter Farley 
“Many authors are known to have considered Jesus as being none other than the Teacher of Righteousness (see, for instance, I.D. Amusin's quoted 
work.) Jesus was the one to announce the Age of Aquarius:  
 

"a man will meet you carrying an earthen pitcher of water; follow him into the house (zodiac mansion) where he goes in"  
(Luke 22:10; Mark 14:13.) The Last Supper was the symbol of the future "unio mystica." 
 

In the light of knowing many are using the name of Jesus – how do we take this advice? 
 

Yahweh-BAAL (Anu)   as the "Golden Calf" Walter Reinhold Warttig Mattfeld y de la Torre, M.A. Ed. 
 

1, 87 
Ennosigee feu du centre de terre. 
Fera trembler au tour de cit neufue: 
Deux grands rochiers long temps feront la guerre, 
Puis Arethuse rougira nouveau fleuve   

 
Earthshaking fire from the centre of the earth YELLOWSTONE? 
will cause tremors around the New City. 
Two great rocks will war for a long time,                          TOUTATIS 
then Arethusa (fresh waters) will redden, a new river   

Red in the sea will become involved with fresh drinking water. The red rain in India has been found to contain DNA of a mycotoxin 

1, 46 
Tout aupres d'Aux, de Lestoure & Mirande, 
Grand feu du ciel en trois nuicts tumbera: 
Cause adviendra bien stupende & mirande, 
peu aupres la terre tremblera bien . 

 
Very near Auch, Lectoure and Mirande 
a great fire will fall from the sky for three nights. 
The cause will appear both stupefying and marvellous; 
shortly afterwards there will be large earthquakes. 

 

    4  67 
Lors que Saturne et  Mars esgaux combust, 
L'air fort seich,  longue traiection: 
Par feux secrets, d'ardeur grand lieu adust, 
Peu pluye, vent chaut, guerres, incursions. 

 
The year that Saturn and Mars are equal fiery                      (2065)* 
The air parched - long trajectory                                          (Orbit) 
Through secret fires a great place blazing from burning heat  
Little rain, warm wind, wars, incursions 

 

(August 2065)* this is the astrological alignment date, but if Earth is moved off her orbit – Mars and Saturn could become “equal fiery”        
in the year which that event happens.  Secret Fires – from one of the gas giants – Saturn,  Neptune  Uranus or Jupiter 
 
 

   4  28 
Lors que Venus du Sol sera couvert, 
Soubs l'esplendeur sera forme occulte: 
Mercure au feu les aura descouvert, 
Par bruit bellique sera mis l'insulte. 

 
When Venus will be covered by the Sun,                     Nebula 
Under the splendour will be a hidden form: 
Mercury will have exposed them to the fire, 
Through warlike noise it will be insulted. 

 

 
ALL CROP CIRCLE ILLUSTRATIONS FROM CROPCIRCLECONNECTORS.ORG 

 
 
 

http://www.bibleorigins.net/WebsiteAuthorBackground.html
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4 100 
Du feu celeste au Royal edifice. 
Quand la lumiere de Mars defaillira, 
Sept mois grand guerre, mort gent de malefice 
Rouen, Eureux au Roi ne faillira. 

 
Celestial fire on the Royal edifice,                   -  Pharaoh’s Pyramid 
When the light of Mars will go out                                                WHY? 
Seven months great war, men in black             (from a  fire in the sky 
Rouen, Evreux the King will not fail. 

 

 8, 6 
Charte fulgure Lyon apparente 
Luisant, print Malte subit sera estainte, 
Sardon, Mauris traitera decepvante, 
Geneve Londes coq trahison fainte  

 
Lighting and brightness are seen at Lyons shining,                   ETNA 
Malta is taken, suddenly it will be extinguished. 
Sardon, Maurice will act deceitfully  
Geneva London, the cock  feigning treason           (to whom)   

 

 10, 60 
Ie pleure Nisse, Mannego, Pize, Gennes, 
Sauonne, Sienne, Capu Modene, Malte: 
Le dessus sang, & glaiue par estrennes, 
Feu, trembler terre, eau. malheureuse nolte. 

 
I weep for Nice, Monaco, Pisa, Genoa, 
Savona, Siena, Capua, Modena, Malta: 
For the above blood and sword (Orion)  for a New Year's gift, 
Fire, the earth to tremble, water, unfortunate reluctance. 

 

Fire, (from the sky/sun) the earth to tremble, water, unfortunate reluctance (great tsunamis).  In the New Year…see presage January 

 
 

99 1564 Juillet. July 
En peril monde & Rois feliciter. 
Razes esmeu, par conseil ce qu'estoit. 
L'Eglise Rois pour eux peuple irriter. 
Un monstrera apres ce qu'il n'estoit. 

The world in danger, yet kings slapped on the back. 
The priests stirred up by arguments of yore. 
Kings cause the angry folk the Church to riot. 
One shall appear after he is no more.      (Nostr. Using the stargate 

 
 

17 1557 Iun. 
Victor naual à Houche, Anuers diuorce, 
Né grand du ciel, feu, tremblement haut brule 
Sardaigne bois, Malte, Palerme, Corse. 
Prelat mourir, l'vn frape sus la Mule. 

 
Naval victor at Hoek, (Breton Brittany) Antwerp divided     (the victors) 
Born of the high heavens fire, trembling high burning 
Sardinia charcoal, Malta, Palermo, Corsica 
Prelate (Vatican) to die, the one on the Mule (Auriga) strikes  
 

 

 

 

“the one on the Mule (meaning Auriga due to the capital letter) strikes” 
 

The “castle” means ‘mansion’ a zodiac house. In the darkness  
The black ‘horse’ is the date of November 25 – December 22 
See the pope in the distance, so  this could be at the Vatican 
The word ‘horse’ simply means a male horse. 
This is allied to the Prince of dark men, a negro. See the complexion? 
The red Caparison the mule is wearing is a reference to the alliance 
with the red Anun.nakim. 
The victims are unarmed 
 
 
 

4, 33 
Iupiter ioinct plus Venus qu' la Lune, 
Apparoissant de plenitude blanche: 
Venus cachee sous la blancheur Neptune 
De Mars frappee & par la grauee blanche. 

THE VIEW FROM EARTH AFTER BEING MOVED 
Jupiter joined more to Venus than to the Moon 
Appearing with white fullness: 
Venus hidden under the whiteness of Neptune 
Of Mars afflicted,  (inside the sun’s reach, below) and etched by white  
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97 1564 May. 
Temps inconstant, fieures, peste, langueurs. 
Guerres, debats, temps desolé sans feindre. 
Submersions, Prince à mineurs rigueurs. 
Felices Rois & Grands, autre mort craindre. 

Changeable weather, fevers, plague, listlessness. 
Wars, arguments, weather truly queer. 
Floods, rigours Prince (Sirius) and minor lords (presidents) impress. 
Kings, lords happy, the rest in mortal fear. 

 

5, 3 
Le successeur de la Duche viendra. 
Beaucoup plus outre que la mer de Tosquane 
Gauloise branche la Florence tiendra, 
Dans son giron d'accord nautique Rane. 

 
The successor to the Duchy will come                            Duchy = presidency 
Very far beyond the Tuscan Sea:                 VERY FAR = OUTER SPACE 
A Gallic (Norman) branch will hold Florence              Gallic =  rod (he rod) 
In its lap (lapdog) the nautical Oar by agreement.                (Argo, the mole) 

Hagg 2:7  Argo, (the Oar  see 2 5  Golden Oar League)  Soheil, the coming of the desired, with his people  

 

13 1555 Nouembre. 
Le grand du ciel soubs la Cape donra 
Secours Adrie à la porte fait offre. 
Se sauuera des dangers qui pourra. 
La nuit le grand blessé poursuit le coffre. 

The great one of heaven will provide the Canopy            (force field?) 
Relief, Adriatic makes an offer to the port: 
He who will be able will save himself from dangers                   (preppers) 
By night the great one pursues the wounded         (1 am the harvest) 
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"The Nordics will not intervene in the fate of this planet. But a cleansing will take place which is absolutely essential to the health 
of Mother Earth and all its residents.  
This action is essential to the survival of the human race. I am just one of many messengers. Those people taken will cruise around 
the galaxy and 'time dilation' will figure into the equation. I do not see this as a negative event or doom and gloom. It is part of the 
infinite."  

Huge Boomerang Craft and Blond Beings 
© 2006 by Linda Moulton Howe   

 - "Chris," Norfolk, Virginia 

  9  48 
La grand cit d'occean maritime, 
Environnee de maretz en cristal: 
Dans le solstice hyemal et la prime, 
Sera tempte de vent espouvantal. 

 
The great city of the maritime Ocean, 
Surrounded by a crystalline swamp: 
In the winter solstice and the spring, 
It will be tried by frightful wind. 
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On the left are the ten Sephirot with 12 “lambs” or 
disciples with the “Lamb of the Lord”. Noting that 12 
is the Anu’s favourite foundation number 

On the right is symbolism which can be interpreted many 
ways.  The “fish-man” brought intellectual pursuits. One 
brought knowledge of the soil (left) but the middle one? 

 

6 9  2 Comptez seront par honneurs & louanges: 
 

AROPH  CONSULAGE  
REZONES  ALENTOURS                         (neighbouring areas) 
PARTHENON  TEMPO  OUT  
GENERAL  HAARPS  NEURONS 
RULE  OUT  TUNNELERS   PATRON                 (Not Erid.anu) 
NURSE  COMP[L]ETES   ORPHAN   PART  
NONES   RESULT  Pater  NOSTE          (Our Father = Eloim) 

 They will be thought of as honourable and praiseworthy (The Siriacs) 

AROPH      A contraction of aroma philosophorum is an alchemye 
term and means here : “friendly fragrances”, the Tall Violet ones 
PARTHENON (Greece) TIME OUT: not sure what that means 
HAARPS NEURONS – the military. RULES OUT the Elite who 
organized TUNNELS for themselves. NURSE author Judy Clarke 
ORPHAN PART:  the hidden texts left with no “parent” to continue after 
Helen dies in Sagittarius.     

 

6 9 2 NONES = 9 days before the Ides of Sagittarius;  ~ 13/December = Ides less  9 = December  4th. Is this also reference to the December 3rd date hidden 

in the layout of the pyramids?  Where 2 37 1 YOU WILL BE NONE READY     (A pun on “none”? ) 3 34  High price unguarded: none will have foreseen it. 
 

1 57  3 Bouche sanglante dans le sang nagera  

HERBACEOUS (Celt trees)  DATES    BARGE DAN      
 

The stage gate  u ses lanes,  as  would  an aste ro id   
                                   Lanes  can  a lso be o rb i ts       

Muzzled,  (oxygen)  strapped aboard, floating cold blooded 
BARGE is Sunday DAN: Scorpio, but it says ‘DATES’ plural or 
“Sunday” dates plural.  October 28 2012 is a Sunday 

D: Celt tree = June 10 - July 9 = the SOLAR PULSE 
A: is the Celt Winter Solstice: three different events, but a  
Sunday winter solstice is not in 2011 or 2012 

 

  2  41 
La grand' estoille par sept iours brulera, 
Nuee fera deux soleils apparoir: 
Le gros mastin fera toute nuit hurlera, = tornadoes 
Quand grand pontife changera de terroir. 

 
The star will burn greatly for seven days,                              OUR OWN SUN 
The cloud will cause two suns to appear:                       NIBIRU & OUR SUN 
When England (mastiff) will have tornadoes all night 
When the great pontiff (Prince of dark men) will move earth             (the Earth) 

 

 8  35 
Dedans l'entree de Garonne & Baise 
Et la forest non loing de Damazan 
Du marsaves gelees, puis gresle & bize 
Dordonnois gelle par erreur de mezan. 

 
At the entrance to Garonne and Baise 
and the forest not far from Damazan, 
discoveries of the frozen sea, then hail and north winds. 
Frost in the Dardonnais by  an error of climate                          (climate change) 
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106 1565 Ianvier. 
neiges, roillure, pluyes et playes grandes, 
Au plus Grands joye, pestilence insopie: 
Grains & semences beaucoup, & plus de bandes 
S'appresteront, simulté n'amortie. 

Snow, rustiness, rains and more rains, 
pestilence, sleeplessness: Greatest joy,        (the passion? Ascension?) 
Seeds, plentiful grains, and more groups (of people), 
They will prepare themselves, (preppers) enmity unallayed. 

 

 

P 57.9 (22) Quatrain de SEPTEMBRE 1557  

 
 
Sea, earth, to go, [speaking] plainly.  connections break away  
Foray. casting away [floundering] tumultuous project 
Orbit (siècl) cruel. ambitious deed fulfilled 
(fiel is bile is June 10 – July 7, ‘ƒ’ and ‘s’ are the same) 
Idiosyncratic, trespass, executive of the deed abused  
 
 
 

 

P 57.9 (22) Quatrain de SEPTEMBRE 1557  

Mer, terre, aller, foy, loyauté rompue.  

Pille, naufrage à la cité tumulte,  

Fiel. cruel. acte, ambition repue,  

Foyble, offensé, le chef du fait inulte.  

While it is not understood why Nostradamus emphasised his 
paraphrasing in this way, it is still certain that any “miss spelling” 
was very much a desired feature for the purposes of the 
anagrams. The full stops may well be commas after ‘foy’ ‘pille’ 
‘fiel’ and ‘cruel’ 

Notes  
vers 1 (ponctuation) : Kerver : point après   "foy"  

vers 2 (ponctuation) : Kerver : point après   "pille"  

vers 3 (ponctuation) : Kerver : points après "fiel" et "cruel"  

vers 3 (ponctuation) : Kerver : pas de virgule après "acte"  

vers 3 (prosodie) : prononcer ambiti-on (diérèse)  

vers 4 (variante) : Kerver : offense  

vers 4 (lexique) : inulte, du latin inultus (non vengé, impuni)  

A l'exception de la variante retenue au quatrième vers, les autres corrections de Chavigny sont mineures (Recueil, p.75, et Janus, p.50).  

On pourrait conserver le terme "offense" (sans accent) en acceptant un hiatus incorrect, à mettre en parallèle avec la construction du début du 

deuxième vers.   
 

SEPTEMBRE Mer Terre aller foy loyaute rompue 
Rompue…break away 
Fourvoyé …sidetracked 
Foy  foutir… in shambles 
ƒoy…aller soi – being plain, speaking plainly 
Loyaute …allegiance connections 
Pille…looted, sacked…foray 
Naufrage…cast away … floundering 
Fiel…bile   Siel – siecl…  orbit 
Repue (fulfilled)…  revel in 
Foyle – foyer…hearth…home…domicile residence 
Foyble… idiosyncrasy….  out of place 
acte … deed 
le chef…band - commander - conductor - consultant - corporal  - department - director - editor - executive  
 

‘foypillefielcruel’ =   
YELL: (tell)  PROFILE  Iƒ CLUE… 
YELL Oƒ (OS) CLUE Iƒ (IS) PERIL 
 
PRICEY FUEL OIL FELL…FILL UP FIERCELY in LEO…FULFIL in LEO, ICE REPLY 
 

 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/band
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/commander
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/conductor
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/consultant
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/corporal
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/department
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/director
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/editor
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/executive
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  Helen Parks For some reason I thought Wormwood is an asteroid - a big one 
 

   
Tim McHyde Helen, that could fit the 2nd trumpet, the mountain burning thru the atmosphere before impact in the ocean. But the 3rd trumpet says it 

is a star burning like a torch (not from our atmosphere). A binary twin to the Sun fits that very well and would send comets our way as it passes the 

Oort cloud on its way back around the Sun. 

 
10 92  4 Gisant le chief au milieu comme un tronc   
 
1.SALIENT ETHNICAL GIANTS CASTING  
2.STEAL - ING,  HELICE  CASING  
3.CHILE (to) VERMONT  ING ~  
4.UUILIEM LII COGNISANT COC   
5.FULL AIM CISLEITHAN  FAMULI      
(Hungarias – asteroids 

June 30  2012 
Youtube ‘Strange objects near the sun”  

 

EXPLANATION: above 
1. SALIENT: most important = the Anun.nakim    ING = harvest   
2. HELICAL CASING: either DNA or an atmosphere (of the sun) 
3. CHILE to VERMONT – false rapture following Adrain’s asteroid* 
Or VERMONT to CHILE 
4 .WILLIAM52, attendant to Nostradamus  knows about the 
cockerel,  a key word for those of Puppis in Argo, possibly the 
giants, part of the second coming of the “unholy six”… 
see MAZZAROTH-MIZRAIM by Miss Frances Rolleston 
5. CISLEITHAN:=  Austrian        FAMULI: close to  
this would be the Hungarias asteroid belt AIMED 
 
“I” as a date is Halloween and Ng as a date is ‘REED’ which is 
Oct 28 – Nov 24.               Plus ING is the ‘harvest’ 

Above: “Oxen (IN OR FROM TAURUS) shall by their horns 

(ENKI) protect the fire (SUN SEE HORNS NEXT TO SUN) 

from death:-   THE FIRE IS THE SUN 

Behold a thing which is valued the less the more one has need 

of it.                ADVICE. 

And many have made a trade in deceits and feigned miracles, 

cozening the foolish herd, and if no one showed himself 

cognisant of their deceits they would impose them upon all.    

THE CHANNELLERS – FALSE RAPTURE 

OF THE LANTERN 
The fierce horns of powerful bulls will protect the light (SUN) 

used at night from the impetuous fury of the (SOLAR) winds”. 

THOSE FROM ERIDANUS (THEY HAVE HORNS) WILL 

PROTECT AND KEEP US SAFE FROM THE SOLAR 

WINDS….                                         from Leonardo da Vinci 

 *Message from The Pleiades - The Adrain Interview - Part 2 - Inicio  

www.bibliotecapleyades.net/pleyades/esp_pleyades_12b.htm 

Sean: But there’s no battle happening between the asteroid ... 

 Adrain:  “A meteor that is going to hit the Caribbean”.  

Sean:       But, you don’t have any idea as to when? 
 
 

1 45  3 De faict antique ennobly l'inventeur 
NOBLE QUINATE ~ QUITE  FANATIC  DUUARF  

TRUE FRAUD IN QUEEN BOLYN ANTIC   
NEED BILLY to NOBLY QUIETEN TURN  
 A.U  ANTIC  
NONE  EQUINE  TIN  QUAI  

URDU:   QUINT  N  TITAN   REFUTED  

NOBLE  QUINATE = Tall White or blond and their ‘greys’ 
BOLYN ANTIC  …guillotines  TRAIN DANGER IS THE FRAUD 
BILLY (UUilliem52) assistant to Nostradamus in the stage gate  
A.U.  ANTIC: the enlargement of the Earth’s astronomical units 

NONES are the 9
th
 day prior to the Ides. HORSE & SAGITTARIUS 

Horse: Nov 15
th

 less 9 = 6
th

. Ides of Dec 13
th

 - 9 = 4
th

 BUT the 
Nones of Sagittarius would be Nov. 26

th
  

URDU: giant  QUINT  helmeted           Titan Erid.anu giant   above 

 
 

1 51  3 Puis par long siecle son maling temps retourne 

POSTURER POPULARISE PROETUS 
NEUROPTER  TEMPERS  MA RUNE  
MARGINAL  SPLITTING  UP  
Appalling mist maturing 

TO SOLEMN  ROUTE UPRISAL  
ENCLOSE ROUTE ALIGNMENT   
ENCLOSE SUPINE POLAR SIGN  

POSTURER = SaLuSa  

PROETUS grey with ‘Donald Duck’ walk 
MA RUNE  = Truth in Libra TEMPERS ORBIT 
Picture on right, first orbit only a short way out 
mist maturing = chemtrails 
SOLEMN ROUTE UPRISAL – moving out to 
The new orbit, SUPINE all the while>  
This is the “sack cloth” of Revelation 

NEUROPTER 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142
https://www.facebook.com/timmchyde
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/pleyades/esp_pleyades_12b.htm
https://www.facebook.com/timmchyde
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